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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a deep learning approach for smartphone user identification based on analyzing motion signals recorded by the accelerometer and the gyroscope, during a single tap gesture performed by the user on the screen. We transform the discrete 3-axis signals from the motion sensors into a gray-scale image representation which is provided as input to a convolutional neural network (CNN) that is pre-trained for multi-class user classification. In the pre-training stage, we benefit from different users and multiple samples per user. After pre-training, we use our CNN as feature extractor, generating an embedding associated to each single tap on the screen. The resulting embeddings are used to train a Support Vector Machines (SVM) model in a few-shot user identification setting, i.e. requiring only 20 taps on the screen during the registration phase. We compare our identification system based on CNN features with two baseline systems, one that employs handcrafted features and another that employs recurrent neural network (RNN) features. All systems are based on the same classifier, namely SVM. To pre-train the CNN and the RNN models for multi-class user classification, we use a different set of users than the set used for few-shot user identification, ensuring a realistic scenario. The empirical results demonstrate that our CNN model yields a top accuracy of 89.75% in multi-class user classification and a top accuracy of 96.72% in few-shot user identification. In conclusion, we believe that our system is ready for practical use, having a better generalization capacity than both baselines.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, common mobile device authentication mechanisms such as PINs, graphical passwords and fingerprint scans offer limited security. These mechanisms are susceptible to guessing (or spoofing in the case of fingerprint scans) and to side channel attacks [1] such as smudge [2], reflection [3,4] and video capture attacks [5–7]. On top of this, a fundamental limitation of PINs, passwords, and fingerprint scans is that these mechanisms require explicit user interaction.

Due to the world wide adoption of mobile devices and the advancement of technologies, mobile devices are now equipped with multiple sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, among others. The data recorded by these sensors during the interaction of the user with the mobile device can be used as biometric data to identify the user. Indeed, one-time or continuous user identification based on the data collected by the motion sensors of a mobile device is an actively studied task [8–22], that emerged after the integration of motion sensors into commonly used mobile devices.

In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning approach that can identify the user from a single tap on smartphone’s touchscreen, using the discrete signals recorded by the accelerometer and the gyroscope during the tap gesture. By minimizing the user’s interaction during verification and by removing the requirement to explicitly insert PINs, graphical passwords or scan fingerprints, we eliminate many of the enumerated attacks.

Our approach is based on transforming the discrete 3-axis signals from the accelerometer and the gyroscope into a gray-scale image representation that can be provided as input for deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [23,24]. Our image representation is based on repeating the six one-dimensional (1D) signals using a modified version of de Bruijn sequences [25], such that the $3 \times 3$ convolutional filters from the first layer of the CNN get to “see” every possible tuple of three 1D signals in their receptive field. After transforming the motion signals accordingly, we pre-train several CNN architectures in a multi-class user classification setting. In the pre-training stage, we can leverage the use of data from multiple users and multiple samples per user. After pre-training and selecting the best-performing CNN, we can employ the selected CNN as a deep feature extractor that generates useful embeddings for each tap gesture. The generated embeddings can then be used to train a lightweight model, e.g. Support Vector Machines (SVM) [26], to identify the user in a few-shot learning setting. We consider a few-shot learning setting.
with 20 samples per user in order to enable a fast registration process (20 taps on the screen are enough), similar in terms of time to the registration processes used by standard fingerprint or face authentication systems.

We conduct experiments in order to compare our user identification system based on CNN features with two baselines, one that is based on handcrafted features [18] and one that is based on recurrent neural network (RNN) features [17]. All models are evaluated in a few-shot user identification context using the same classifier, namely SVM. Our CNN model (as well as the baseline RNN model) is pre-trained on a multi-class user classification task. The users involved in the multi-class user classification experiment are different from those involved in the user identification experiment, to simulate a realistic scenario. In order to conduct our experiments, we modify the HMOG data set [20] by extracting shorter signals from the original sessions and by splitting the users in half, using the first half for the preliminary multi-class user classification experiment and the second half for the user identification experiment. Our SVM based on CNN features proves a higher generalization capacity, surpassing both baselines in the user identification experiments. Moreover, according to McNemar’s statistical testing [27] performed at a confidence level of 0.01, our improvements over the baselines are significant. With an accuracy of 96.72%, our SVM based on CNN features seems to be a viable solution for practical usage.

In summary, our contribution is threefold:

- We propose a novel gray-scale image representation of the discrete signals, designed specifically to be useful as input for CNNs.
- We propose to pre-train CNNs on a multi-class user classification task in order to obtain useful embeddings for few-shot user identification.
- We perform comparative experiments showing that our method based on CNN embeddings surpasses both machine learning methods based on handcrafted features and deep learning methods based on RNN embeddings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of user identification systems for mobile devices, focusing mainly on systems based on analyzing motion sensors. In Section 3, we present the proposed data representation, our CNN architectures and our user identification model. In Section 4, we present the data set, the evaluation metrics and the performed experiments. In Section 5, we conclude our findings and propose some future directions of study.

2 Related Work

The first studies in smartphone user identification used keystroke dynamics [28-30], since the early smartphone devices were equipped with hardware keyboards. To our knowledge, the first study to propose the analysis of accelerometer data in order to recognize the gait of a mobile device user appeared in 2006 [31]. The approach proposed by Vildjiounaite et al. [31] is to directly measure the similarity between the sample of signal recorded during authentication and a previously-recorded sample of signal that belongs to the user. The samples are compared based on statistical features extracted in the time domain or the frequency domain, without using machine learning. More recent studies explored the task of user identification based on machine learning models [8-22], attaining better results compared to statistical models such as [31]. By modeling the user identification task based on motion sensors as a classification task, various models following the standard training and evaluation pipeline used in machine learning can be tested out. The standard machine learning pipeline is essentially based on two steps. The first step is to extract handcrafted features from the discrete motion signals in the time domain or the frequency domain. The second step is to apply a standard machine learning classifier.

However, some recent works [9, 11, 19, 20] have proposed to change the standard pipeline in order to obtain improved performance. For instance, the method proposed by Shi et al. [19] uses different modalities for user identification. The approach builds a one-class classifier for each modality and aggregates the results using a meta-classifier. Another approach that employs multiple modalities is proposed by Buriro et al. [9]. Their method is based on motion patterns recorded by the motion sensors and voice patterns recorded by the microphone during a phone call. Some works modify the standard pipeline by adding a feature selection step before classification. The approach described by Sitova et al. [20] uses Principal Component Analysis for feature selection. The authors extracted statistical features specifically designed for tap gestures on the touchscreen of the mobile device. We also analyze tap gestures, but we extract deep CNN features (instead of statistical features) from the motion signals recorded during the taps. The approach proposed by Buriro et al. [11] performs user authentication using data recorded by the motion sensors as well as the touchscreen of the mobile device. The authors performed feature selection using the Recursive Feature Elimination method. There are other approaches [10] that use the Information Gain for feature selection.
The methods described in [17, 21] combine the two standard steps (feature extraction and classification) into a single step, by training deep neural networks model in an end-to-end fashion. Similar to these works [17, 21], we propose an approach based on deep neural networks. Neverova et al. [17] proposed the use of recurrent connections to model temporal variations of the signals. We take a different approach and propose to use convolutional neural networks in order to obtain deep embeddings of the motion signals recorded by the accelerometer and the gyroscope. It is important to note that Neverova et al. [17, 21] used convolutional neural networks as baselines, showing better results with their recurrent neural networks. While Neverova et al. [17] used the discrete temporal signals as input for their baseline CNNs, we propose a novel approach to convert the temporal signals into a 2D gray-scale image representation to be used as input for our CNN. As shown in our user identification experiments, the embeddings learned by our CNN are more robust than the embeddings learned by the baseline RNN, leading to significant performance improvements. Another approach based on training neural networks for biometric user identification is proposed by Sun et al. [21]. While they use recurrent neural networks to recognize users based on keystroke dynamics, we propose to use convolutional neural networks to recognize users based on motion data recorded during screen taps. While works such as [17, 21] require longer interactions from the user, our method is designed to identify the user based on 1.5 seconds of motion signals recorded during a single tap gesture. Furthermore, our method requires only 20 samples (taps) during the user registration phase.

3 Method

3.1 Image Representation

As illustrated in Figure 1, our first step is to turn the discrete signals acquired from the smartphone’s accelerometer and gyroscope sensors into gray-scale images. We start with six discrete signals of potentially different lengths, represented in the time domain. Although the motion signals are supposed to be recorded at 100 Hz, depending on the processes running on the mobile device, the operating system will not report exactly 100 values per second at perfectly equal time-intervals. Furthermore, the accelerometer and the gyroscope report motion events independently. Although the signals reported for the three axes of a motion sensor are of the same length, the signals reported by two different motion sensors could be of different length. We thus have to normalize the motion signals to a fixed length. Since we record signals for 1.5 seconds at 100 Hz, we expected them to be formed of 150 discrete values. Hence, the signals that are longer or shorter are resized using linear interpolation to a fixed length of 150 values. After resizing a signal, we subtract its minimum magnitude such that each value becomes positive. Each signal is now a vector of 150 positive components. Since the independent signals can have different magnitude scales, e.g. when the motion projected on one axis is much higher in terms of magnitude than the motion projected on another axis, we independently normalize the vectors using the $L_2$-norm. Then, we rescale the values to the interval $[0, 255]$, in order to use the full range of values available for gray-scale images.

Next, we choose to consider each 1D discrete signal as a row vector and concatenate the vectors column-wise in specific sequence that allows repetition. The sequence is chosen by taking into consideration that recent CNN architectures, e.g. GoogLeNet [32] and ResNet [33], use convolutional filters with a receptive field (spatial support) not higher than $3 \times 3$. Given that we want to employ such modern design recommendations into our CNN architectures, we need to make sure that every possible tuple of three 1D signals is “seen” by the first convolutional layer. We build our sequence of signals based on the principles of de Bruijn sequences [25]. We first associate digits from 0 to 5 to identify our signals in the generated sequence. A de Bruijn sequence of order $n$ (length of tuples, in our case, $n = 3$) on an alphabet $\Sigma$ of size $k$ (number of signals, in our case, $k = 6$) is a cyclic sequence in which every possible string of length $n$ (in our case, triplet) on $\Sigma$ (in our case, $\Sigma = \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$) occurs exactly once as a contiguous subsequence. Different from de Bruijn sequences, we do not need to include triplets of signals that represent rearrangements of triplets that are already included in our sequence. We also do not need triplets of repeating symbols, e.g. $(3, 3, 3)$. In order to build our sequence of signals we employ a simple Greedy algorithm, which adds the minimum amount of signals to the sequence in order to include a new triplet, which was not previously included in the sequence. While the minimum length of a de Bruijn sequence for $n = 3$ and $k = 6$ is 218, we obtain a shorter sequence of length 25. Our sequence is $0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, 2, 4, 5, 1, 3, 0, 4, 1, 2, 5, 3, 0, 2, 0, 5, 1, 3, 4$. Using the generated sequence, we build our gray-scale image representation of $25 \times 150$ pixels. In Figure 2, we illustrate some image representations constructed for a set of randomly selected recording sessions, each of 1.5 seconds in length. After obtaining the image representations, we provide them as the input for the convolutional neural networks described in the following section.
Figure 1: Our user identification pipeline based on analyzing motion signals recorded during the user’s screen tap. The signals are combined into a gray-scale image representation which is provided as input to a CNN that is pre-trained on multi-class user classification. An SVM trained on a few examples is used to identify the user. Best viewed in color.
Figure 2: Gray-scale images of $25 \times 150$ pixels resulted after our conversion of the discrete signals recorded at 100 Hz for 1.5 seconds.

3.2 CNN-based Feature Extraction

Recent methods for object recognition \cite{24,32,34} and other computer vision tasks \cite{35,36,37,38} are based on deep learning \cite{41,42}. The main approach in this area is represented by CNNs \cite{24,32,34}. Convolutional neural networks are a particular type of feed-forward neural networks that are designed to efficiently process images through the use of a special kind of layer inspired by the human visual cortex, namely the convolutional layer. Following the success of transfer learning from pre-trained CNNs \cite{38,40,43}, we consider them as potentially-useful feature extractors for smartphone user identification, given our custom gray-scale image representation derived from motion signals. Instead of considering pre-trained CNN models on ImageNet \cite{44}, as others \cite{38,40}, we devise a multi-class user classification task in order to train our models, before transferring them to the user identification task. This ensures that our CNN models are specifically adapted to same kind of input images.

In this work, we propose three CNN architectures of different depths. Each architecture is composed of a different number of convolutional (conv) layers followed by a fixed number of fully-connected (fc) layers. We use Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) \cite{45} as activation functions on all layers, except for the classification layer which has Softmax activations.

The first CNN architecture is composed of 6 layers, namely 3 conv layers, 2 fc layers and a Softmax classification layer. Each convolutional layer is followed by a max-pooling layer with a pool size of $2 \times 2$. The first conv layer is composed of 32 filters with a $3 \times 3$ spatial support. The filters are applied at a stride of 1 and the input is zero-padded to preserve the spatial dimension. The second conv layer is composed of 64 filters, while the third conv layer is composed of 128 filters. As the first conv layer, the filters from the second and the third conv layers have a receptive field of $3 \times 3$ components and are applied at a stride of 1. The activation maps are zero-padded to preserve the spatial dimension. The third conv layer is followed by 2 fc layers, each of 256 neurons. We use dropout \cite{46} on each fc layer, with the dropout rate set to 0.4. The last and final layer is a fc layer with 50 neurons, corresponding to the number of classes (users) from our multi-class user classification task.

The second CNN architecture is composed of 9 layers, namely 6 conv layers, 2 fc layers and a Softmax classification layer. The 9-layer CNN architecture is derived from the 6-layer CNN architecture, by replicating each conv layer exactly once. Therefore, the first and the second conv layers of the 9-layer CNN have 32 filters, as the first conv layer of the 6-layer CNN. Similarly, the third and the fourth conv layers of the 9-layer CNN have 64 filters, as the second conv layer of the 6-layer CNN. The same rule applies to the fifth and the sixth conv layers of the 9-layer CNN, which have 128 filters. In the 9-layer CNN, only the second, the fourth and the sixth conv layers are followed by max-pooling layers with a pool size of $2 \times 2$. The other layers and parameters are the same as in the 6-layer CNN architecture.

Our third and deepest CNN architecture has 12 layers, namely 9 conv layers, 2 fc layers and a Softmax classification layer. The 12-layer CNN architecture is derived from the 6-layer CNN architecture, by replicating each conv layer exactly twice. The first 3 conv layers contain 32 filters, the following 3 conv layers contain 64 filters and the last 3 conv layers contain 128 filters. In the 12-layer CNN, only the third, the sixth and the ninth conv layers are followed by
max-pooling layers. We note that, in the 12-layer CNN architecture, we preserve the other (fc) layers and parameters (stride, kernel size, pool size, dropout rate) from the previously-presented CNN architectures.

All models are trained using the Adam optimizer \cite{kingma2014adam} with the categorical cross-entropy loss function. We train and test our CNN architectures on the multi-class user classification task, in order to select the best-performing architecture. After finding the best CNN model, we remove its Softmax layer and use the activation maps from the last remaining fc layer as feature vectors (deep embeddings). Given that the last fc layer is formed of 256 neurons, we will obtain 256-dimensional embeddings.

### 3.3 Few-shot User Identification

In a realistic user identification scenario, we do not have access to a set of samples performed by attackers (impersonators) in order to build a binary classification model. Therefore, we can either train an outlier detection model, e.g., a one-class SVM \cite{scholkopf2001estimating}, or use a pool of data samples that belong neither to the rightful user nor to the attackers and train a binary classifier. We opt for the second approach and model the user identification task as a binary classification task, in which the positive samples belong to the rightful user and the negative samples belong to a set of users that have nothing in common with the attackers (involved only at test time). In this context, we employ the SVM binary classifier. For binary classification problems, kernel classifiers \cite{cristianini2001introduction}, such as SVM, look for a discriminative function \( g \) that assigns positive labels (+1) to examples that belong to one class and negative labels (−1) to examples that belong to the other class. The function \( g \) is linear in the feature space and can be expressed as follows:

\[
g(x) = \text{sign}(\langle w, x \rangle + b),
\]

where \( x \) is a feature vector, \( w \) and \( b \) are the weight vector and the bias term learned by the kernel classifier and \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \) is the dot product. In our case, \( x \) is a 256-dimensional feature vector provided a CNN.

Different kernel classifiers may use different criteria to find an optimal vector of weights. The SVM classifier \cite{vapnik1995bounds} aims at finding the vector \( w \) and the bias \( b \) that define the hyperplane which separates the training samples by a maximum margin. Mathematically, the SVM classifier chooses the weights \( w \) and the bias term \( b \) that satisfy the following optimization criterion:

\[
\min_{w,b} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [1 - y_i(\langle w, x_i \rangle + b)]_+ + C\|w\|^2,
\]

where \( n \) is the number of training samples, \( y_i \) is the label (+1 or −1) of the training example \( x_i \), \( C \) is a regularization parameter, \([x]_+ = \max\{x, 0\}\) and \( \|\cdot\|^2 \) is the \( L_2 \)-norm.

Kernel classifiers rely on a kernel function to embed the data into a high dimensional space, in which non-linear relations become linear. A kernel function captures the intuitive notion of similarity among pairs of data samples from a specific domain, and can be any function defined on the respective domain that is symmetric and positive definite. We opt for two popular kernel functions, namely the linear kernel, which is given by the dot product between pairs of samples, and the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, which is given by the following equation:

\[
k_{\text{RBF}}(x_i, x_j) = \exp(-\gamma \|x_i - x_j\|^2),
\]

where \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) are two data samples, \( \exp(\cdot) \) is the exponential function and \( \gamma \) is a parameter that controls the range of possible output values for the RBF kernel.

### 4 Experiments

#### 4.1 Data Set

In order to successfully test the identification of users, we use a data set which contains values from two motion sensors, the accelerometer and the gyroscope, collected from 100 users while sitting \cite{hidasi2012user}. We record the motion sensor values while users perform a single tap on the screen. The recording starts with 0.5 seconds before the tap event and ends with 1 second after the tap event. Both sensors report values on three axes \((x, y, z)\) at about 100 Hz. Hence, an example is composed of six discrete signals, three from each sensor, corresponding to the three axes \((x, y, z)\), respectively. Given that each signal is recorded for 1.5 seconds at about 100 Hz, it is represented by roughly 150 values. For each user, we collect motion signals for the first 200 tap events. In total, we have 20,000 data samples.
Table 1: Confusion matrix (also known as contingency table) of a binary classifier with labels $+1$ or $-1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground-truth labels</th>
<th>Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$+1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier predictions</td>
<td>true positive ($TP$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>false negative ($FN$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data set is randomly split in two equal parts, such that each half contains a disjoint set of 50 users (users in one half are different from users in the other half). The first part of the data set, containing 50 users (with 200 samples per user), is used to train the neural models for the task of multi-class user classification. We use 100 samples per user for training and the rest of 40 samples per user for validation, corresponding to an 80%–20% split of the data. Hence, there are 8,000 samples for training and 2,000 samples for validation. The first part of the data set is also used for hyperparameter tuning of the neural models and the SVM.

The second part of the data set, containing the other 50 users (with 200 samples per user), is used for the user identification experiments. To simulate a realistic setting, we train a binary classifier for each user, including only 20 positive samples and 100 negative samples. Since we have 50 users, we obtain 50 binary classification problems. The binary models are tested on 100 positive samples and 100 negative samples. When a binary model is trained and tested, we are careful to select the negative training and test examples from disjoint subsets of users. By using a disjoint subset of users during inference, we make sure the classification models do not cheat by making use of features specific to the negative users seen during training. This ensures that our user identification experiments simulate a realistic setting, in which samples coming from potential impersonators are not available during training.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the deep learning models on the multi-class user classification task, we employ the classification accuracy. To evaluate our baseline and proposed models on the user identification task, we compute the binary confusion matrix for each user. The binary confusion matrix contains the number of true positives ($TP$), false positives ($FP$), false negatives ($FN$) and true negatives ($TN$), as shown in Table 1. We then extract metrics such as the accuracy (ACC), the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejection rate (FRR).

The accuracy of the model is given by the total number of correct predictions divided by the total number of predictions. Thus, the accuracy is given by:

$$
ACC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}.
$$

(4)

The false acceptance rate is the ratio between the number of false acceptances and the sum of all negative samples (false positives and true negatives):

$$
FAR = \frac{FP}{FP + TN}.
$$

(5)

The false rejection rate is the ratio between the number of false rejections and the sum of all positives samples (false negatives and true positives):

$$
FRR = \frac{FN}{FN + TP}.
$$

(6)

4.3 Baselines

In this subsection, we present in detail the baseline methods. The first baseline method is based on a recent work by Shen et al. [18], that uses handcrafted features. The second baseline method is based on another recent work by Neverova et al. [17], that uses features learned by Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [49] with convolutional layers (ConvLSTM). The LSTM is a type of RNN architecture that solves the vanishing gradient problem known to affect RNN models. As for our three CNN models, the ConvLSTM is pre-trained on the multi-class user classification task, then used as feature extractor on the user identification task. In the user identification experiments, both baseline models employ an SVM classifier, for a fair comparison to our CNN model.
4.3.1 Baseline based on handcrafted features

The values recorded by the motion sensors cannot be used directly as input for a user classifier, as the signals contain a large amount of noise. In order to extract useful characteristics for a given user, one approach is to compute several statistical features that can embed some particularities of the users from our data set. Therefore, on each of the six discrete 1D signals that form an example, we compute the following handcrafted features, as Shen et al. [18]:

- **Mean** — is the mean value of a discrete 1D signal;
- **Min** — is the minimum value of a discrete 1D signal;
- **Max** — is the maximum value of a discrete 1D signal;
- **Variance** — represents the variance value of a discrete 1D signal;
- **Kurtosis** — describes the width of peak of a discrete 1D signal;
- **Skewness** — represents the orientation of peak of a discrete 1D signal;
- **Quantiles** — are the quantiles of a discrete 1D signal, computed from 30% to 80%, increasing by a 10% step.

Moreover, we add to the handcrafted features, Pearson and Kendall’s Tau correlation values between all the possible combinations of 1D signal pairs, irrespective of sensor type. An example is thus represented by 72 statistical features (12 features \( \times \) 6 signals) and 30 correlation features (2 features \( \times \) 15 signal pairs). We provide the handcrafted features as input to an SVM classifier.

4.3.2 Baseline based on ConvLSTM features

In this section, we present another baseline method, which is based on a pre-trained ConvLSTM as feature extractor. As for our three CNN models, we resize the recorded 1D signals to a fixed length of exactly 150 components. We resize the signals using linear interpolation and obtain an input size of 6 \( \times \) 150 components for the ConvLSTM. Since the LSTM network handles temporal inputs directly, we do not need to convert the temporal signals to gray-scale images, as for the CNN models.

The architecture of the ConvLSTM is composed of 5 layers and is similar in size to our best-performing CNN architecture. The first layer of the model is a convolutional LSTM layer with 32 filters and a kernel size of 1 \( \times \) 3. In this layer, we use ReLU [45] as the activation function. The first layer is followed by another convolutional LSTM layer, having the same kernel size and the same activation function, but a higher number of filters, i.e. 64. Typical LSTM architectures have no more than two LSTM layers, which are sufficient to model the temporal variations of the input signals. Therefore, after the second convolutional LSTM layer, the activation maps are flattened. Then, we have a fully-connected layer of 128 neurons with ReLU activations, followed by another fully-connected layer of 256 neurons with ReLU activations. The fifth and final layer is the classification layer, which contains 50 neurons (corresponding to the number of users in the multi-class user classification data set) having Softmax activations. The chosen loss function is the categorical cross-entropy. As for our CNN models, we employ the Adam optimizer [47].

After training the ConvLSTM model on the multi-class user classification task, we remove the classification layer and use the activation maps from the last fully-connected layer of 256 neurons as features. Hence, we obtain 256 features, which we provide as input to an SVM classifier.

4.4 Parameter and Implementation Choices

For our three CNN models, we set the hyperparameters as described next. We train each CNN model for 50 epochs using a learning rate of 10\(^{-3}\). By applying early stopping to prevent overfitting, the training stops after about 40 epochs for every model. We use dropout [46] on the two fully-connected layers, using a dropout rate of 0.4. Regarding the mini-batch size, we experiment with three sizes: 32, 64 and 128. After conducting the experiments on multi-class user classification (presented in Section 4.5), we decided to use the shallower 6-layer CNN with a mini-batch size of 32 in the subsequent experiments. With the CNN architecture and the mini-batch size fixed, we proceed by trying out thinner or wider architectures which produce 128 or 512 features instead of 256. Here, we opted for the CNN model that produces 256-dimensional feature vectors. Further details are provided in Section 4.5.

For the baseline ConvLSTM model, we keep the same hyperparameters as for the CNN models, for a fair comparison. We thus set the learning rate of 10\(^{-3}\) and train the model for 50 epochs using mini-batches of 32 samples. By
Table 2: Train and validation accuracy rates of our CNN architectures with various depths, on the multi-class user classification task. Each architecture is trained with three different mini-batch sizes. The best results are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Batch size</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-layer CNN</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>94.41%</td>
<td>89.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>91.68%</td>
<td>87.80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>90.72%</td>
<td>87.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-layer CNN</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>95.88%</td>
<td>88.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>92.20%</td>
<td>87.95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>90.02%</td>
<td>86.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-layer CNN</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>91.16%</td>
<td>87.20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>92.18%</td>
<td>87.85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>82.68%</td>
<td>83.95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Train and validation accuracy rates of our 6-layer CNN architecture with various embedding sizes, on the multi-class user classification task. The best results are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Embedding size</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-layer CNN</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>97.13%</td>
<td>89.15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
<td>94.41%</td>
<td>89.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td>93.17%</td>
<td>87.35%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

applying early stopping to prevent overfitting, the training stops after 20 epochs. We use dropout on the two fully-connected layers, using a dropout rate of 0.4. As the CNN model, the ConvLSTM model produces 256-dimensional feature vectors.

For the SVM model, we try out two kernels, namely the linear kernel and the RBF kernel. For the RBF kernel, we set the parameter $\gamma$ as follows:

$$\gamma = \frac{1}{m \cdot \text{Var}(X)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $m$ is the number of features, $X$ is a matrix containing the training data and $\text{Var}(\cdot)$ is a function that computes the variance.

In order to obtain optimal results, we adjust the SVM model by tuning the regularization parameter $C$ using grid search on the multi-class user classification data set. As possible values for $C$, we consider values in the set $\{0.1, 1, 10, 100\}$. When using the RBF kernel, the best value for the parameter $C$ is 100, irrespective of the features (handcrafted or deep). When using the linear kernel, we obtained better results with $C = 100$ for the handcrafted features and $C = 1$ for the deep (CNN or ConvLSTM) features. The bias term of each SVM model is independently adjusted, such that the difference between the FAR and the FRR is less than 1%. This ensures a fair comparison in terms of accuracy between models.

While the neural models are implemented in TensorFlow [50], we employ the Scikit-learn [51] implementation of SVM.

### 4.5 Multi-class User Classification Results

In Table 2, we present the results obtained by our three different CNN architectures on the multi-class user classification task. Since neural networks are sensitive to the initialization of the weights, we train each model for 5 times, reporting the average results. We note that, as the architecture grows deeper, the validation accuracy tends to drop slightly. Given that our training data is limited to 8,000 examples, with 160 samples per class, we conclude that the deeper networks are too deep with respect to our training set size. Besides trying different architectures, we also tested various mini-batch sizes: 32, 64 or 128. We hereby note that Jastrzebski et al. [52] observed that the learning rate and the mini-batch size are strongly correlated. Furthermore, they note that similar performance can
Table 4: Train and validation accuracy rates of our 6-layer CNN architecture versus the 5-layer ConvLSTM, on the multi-class user classification task. Both models are trained with mini-batches of 32 samples and produce 256-dimensional embeddings. The best results are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-layer ConvLSTM</td>
<td>94.93%</td>
<td>86.70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-layer CNN</td>
<td>94.41%</td>
<td></td>
<td>89.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Few-shot user identification results provided by our SVM based on CNN features versus two baselines, an SVM based on handcrafted features and an SVM based on ConvLSTM features. Results are reported for two kernel functions, linear and RBF, and the regularization parameter C which is determined using grid search on the multi-class user classification experiments. The reported accuracy, FAR and FRR values represent the average values determined on the 50 users involved in the few-shot user identification task. The marker * indicates that the performance is significantly better than the SVM baseline based on handcrafted features, according to a paired McNemar’s test performed at a significance level of 0.01. The marker ◇ indicates that the performance is significantly better than the SVM baseline based on ConvLSTM features, according to a paired McNemar’s test performed at a significance level of 0.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>FAR</th>
<th>FRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handcrafted features + SVM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85.60%</td>
<td>14.66%</td>
<td>14.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87.94%</td>
<td>12.16%</td>
<td>11.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvLSTM features + SVM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94.68%*</td>
<td>5.34%*</td>
<td>5.29%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.47%*</td>
<td>5.08%*</td>
<td>5.98%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN features + SVM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>96.72%*◇,◇</td>
<td>3.10%*◇,◇</td>
<td>3.45%*◇,◇</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.28%*◇,◇</td>
<td>3.62%*◇,◇</td>
<td>3.81%*◇,◇</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be obtained with different combinations of learning rate and mini-batch size. Instead of trying various learning rates and mini-batch size combinations, we decided to fix the learning rate to $10^{-3}$ and find the optimal mini-batch size that corresponds to our fixed learning rate. The empirical results presented in Table 2 indicate that a mini-batch size of 32 is the optimal value from the CNN architectures of 6 and 9 layers, respectively. However, the 12-layer CNN architecture attains better results with mini-batches of 64 samples. While the 9-layer CNN yields a better training accuracy (95.88%), our 6-layer CNN has a stronger generalization capacity, attaining an accuracy of 89.75% on the validation set. We thus choose the 6-layer CNN based on mini-batches of 32 samples for the subsequent experiments.

After setting out the CNN architecture, we conducted further experiments to determine the optimal size of the embedding. In addition to the original 6-layer CNN that produces 256-dimensional embeddings, we try out a thinner model producing 128-dimensional embeddings and a wider model producing 512-dimensional embeddings. The corresponding results are presented in Table 3. We note that Table 3 contains the average accuracy rates computed over 5 runs for each model. While the thinner CNN seems to fit better on the training set, yielding an accuracy of 97.13%, it does not surpass the CNN producing 256-dimensional embeddings, on the validation set. The wider CNN attains the lowest accuracy rates on both training and validation sets. In conclusion, we decided to stick with the CNN architecture that gives us 256-dimensional feature vectors.

Our final aim is to use our best CNN model as a pre-trained feature extractor for the user identification task. For a fair comparison, we apply the ConvLSTM in a similar way, i.e. as a pre-trained feature extractor. Therefore, the first step is to train the ConvLSTM on the multi-class user classification task. The corresponding accuracy rates are presented in Table 1. It is important to note, once again, that the hyperparameters of the ConvLSTM are similar to our best 6-layer CNN (see Section 4.4). Compared to our CNN, it seems that the LSTM units are not able to properly capture the particularities of the discrete temporal signals. The validation accuracy of the ConvLSTM (86.70%) is 3.05% below the validation accuracy of our CNN (89.75%). As it currently seems, our CNN is a model with higher generalization capacity than the ConvLSTM. Indeed, the difference between the training accuracy and the validation accuracy is lower for our model.
4.6 User Identification Results

In Table 5, we present the comparative results on the few-shot user identification task. Our SVM classifier based on CNN features is compared with two baseline SVM classifiers, one based on handcrafted features and one based on ConvLSTM features. For each SVM model, we experiment with two kernel functions, the linear kernel and the RBF kernel.

With respect to the kernel functions, we note that the RBF kernel gives better results in combination with the handcrafted features, while the linear kernel gives better results in combination with the CNN and the ConvLSTM features. Since the number of handcrafted features (72) is smaller than the number of training samples (120), the classification problem is likely not linearly separable (because we have less features than data samples). Hence, the SVM based on handcrafted features benefits from the use of the RBF kernel, which is known to embed the features in a higher-dimensional space, in which samples can be linearly separated. As the feature vectors provided by the CNN and the ConvLSTM contain 256 features, the 120 training samples are already linearly separable (because we have more features than data samples). Further increasing the feature space through the use of the RBF kernel, seems to be a typical case of the Hughes phenomenon, i.e. the models start to suffer from the curse of dimensionality [53].

With respect to the features, we note that the SVM based on handcrafted features attains accuracy rates between 85% and 88%. We believe that these accuracy rates are not high enough for the system to be used in practice. The SVM based on ConvLSTM features yields accuracy rates between 94% and 95%, while our SVM model based on CNN features surpasses both baselines, attaining accuracy rates between 96% and 97%. We believe that the performance gap between the ConvLSTM features and our CNN features is caused by the fact that the ConvLSTM model tends to overfit to the training set. Interestingly, our results confirm the recent trends from the deep learning community, advocating in favor of using alternative approaches instead of RNN and LSTM architectures in order to model temporal data, e.g. by employing attention mechanisms [54].

We also performed McNemar’s statistical tests [27], at a confidence level of 0.01, in order to determine if the differences between the three types of features (handcrafted, ConvLSTM and CNN) are statistically significant. Without exception, the accuracy rates reached by our SVM model based on CNN features are significantly better than both baselines. We also note that the baseline based on ConvLSTM features is significantly better than the baseline based on handcrafted features.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an approach based on pre-trained CNN features that can identify (authenticate) users by analyzing data recorded by motion sensors incorporated in mobile devices, while the user performs a single tap gesture on the screen. Our approach is based on transforming the discrete signals from motion sensors into a gray-scale image representation which is then provided as input to a convolutional neural network (CNN) that is pre-trained on a multi-class user classification task. After pre-training, we used the CNN as feature extractor, generating an embedding associated to each single tap on the screen. We compared our user identification system based on CNN features with two baseline systems, one that employs handcrafted features and another that employs ConvLSTM features. All systems are based on the SVM classifier, for a fair comparison. To pre-train the CNN and the ConvLSTM models for multi-class user classification, we used a different set of users than the set used for few-shot user identification, ensuring a realistic scenario. The empirical results demonstrate that (i) our system attains a top accuracy of 96.72% with a FAR of 3.10% and a FRR of 3.45%, using only 20 samples per user during training, and (ii) our system is significantly better compared to the considered baselines. We thus conclude that our SVM model based on pre-trained CNN features is suitable for practical usage, having a high accuracy rate while requiring only 20 taps from the user during registration.

In future work, we aim to combine the compared models into an ensemble model that should be able to further improve the identification performance of users based on motion patterns. Here, we could explore various ensemble learning approaches. We also aim to add an attention mechanism to our CNN model, which could further improve its performance. We also consider creating and improving authentication systems by implementing our system as a passive factor in a two-factor authentication scheme.
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